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Abstract
Montebrasite is a lithium aluminum phosphate mineral with the chemical formula LiAlPO4(Fx,OH1–x)
and considered a rare gemstone material when exhibiting good crystallinity. In general, montebrasite is
colorless, sometimes pale yellow or pale blue. Many minerals that do not have colors contain hydroxyl
ions in their crystal structures and can develop color centers after ionization or particle irradiation,
examples of which are topaz, quartz, and tourmaline. The color centers in these minerals are often
related to O– hole centers, where the color is produced by bound small polarons inducing absorption
bands in the near UV to the visible spectral range. In this work, colorless montebrasite specimens
from Minas Gerais state, Brazil, were investigated by electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) for
radiation-induced defects and color centers. Although γ irradiation (up to a total dose of 1 MGy) did
not visibly modify color, a 10 MeV electron irradiation (80 MGy) induced a pale greenish-blue color.
Using EPR, O– hole centers were identified in both γ- or electron-irradiated montebrasite samples
showing superhyperfine interactions with two nearly equivalent 27Al nuclei. In addition, two different
Ti3+ electron centers were also observed. From the γ irradiation dose dependency and thermal stability
experiments, it is concluded that production of O– hole centers is limited by simultaneous creation of
Ti3+ electron centers located between two equivalent hydroxyl groups. In contrast, the concentration of
O– hole centers can be strongly increased by high-dose electron irradiation independent of the type of
Ti3+ electron centers. From detailed analysis of the EPR angular rotation patterns, microscopic models
for the O– hole and Ti3+ electron centers are presented, as well as their role in the formation of color
centers discussed and compared to other minerals.
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Introduction
Nowadays, most gemstone minerals receive color improvements by radiation and/or thermal treatments to transform uncolored to colored materials. The color-enhancement procedures
make the gemstones more attractive with increased market values.
While radiation treatments induce color centers, in general, heat
treatments anneal them out. In a few cases, heat may also be used
to facilitate diffusion processes, which induce color on the surfaces
of gemstones (Nassau 2001). Most common radiation treatments for
color-enhancement of gemstones use ionization radiations, such as
γ irradiation from a 60Co source and high-energetic electrons from
a linear Van-de-Graaff accelerator. Ionization radiation frequently
induces electron and hole centers localized near impurity centers.
In addition, electron irradiation, as well as other particle irradiations such as high-energetic protons and neutrons, may produce
Frenkel pairs, i.e., correlated vacancy and interstitial defects, by
atomic displacements in the crystal structure.
Electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) is the technique of
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choice used to identify radiation-induced defects, which are in
most cases paramagnetic in nature and often induce color changes
in gemstones. For example, some Fe- or Al-containing quartz
minerals turn violet (amethyst) or smoky-colored, respectively,
by γ irradiation. A color change in quartz can also be induced by
thermal treatments at 200–300 °C, which may result in brown,
orange, yellow, or green coloration. Electron or neutron irradiation is the best choice to produce the deep blue colors (Swiss and
London blue) in otherwise colorless topaz, whereas γ irradiation
is chosen only for topaz from very specific locations, and even so
the color is much less intense (sky blue).
One of the most important color centers in gemstone minerals is
the O– hole center, which acts as a bound small polaron (Schirmer
2006). Due to its charge transfer process, small concentrations of
such O– hole centers may induce medium to saturated colors with
an absorption band centered in the near UV or the VIS spectral
region. For example, the brown and blue colors in topaz (da Silva
et al. 2005; Krambrock et al. 2007), the irradiation-induced yellow
color in tourmaline (Krambrock et al. 2004) and the smoky color
in Al-containing quartz are all caused by O– hole centers (Meyer
et al. 1984). It is important to note that the generation of O– hole
centers by ionization radiation is in general limited by available
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